A Very Brief History of Walls

Cross section through two rubble walls
The picture above shows a rubble wall from Exmoor. It’s laid in a weak lime
mortar. The picture on the right shows a section through a rubble wall;
copious amounts of mortar are required to fill all the gaps. The random
rubble wall below (left) is an example from the south east. The one on the
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right is a Victorian Gothic example - technically a rubble wall but here every
stone has been ‘designed’.
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The pictures below shows two examples of squared rubble from central
Wales. The picture on the left shows work which has been partly brought to
courses - this is sometimes called snecked rubble. The example on the right
shows rubble which is properly coursed.
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Early cavity walls
Dimensioned stone
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Rubble walls

G Lister Sutcliffe, Modern House Construction, 1909

Some very early cavity walls (1890s) were built with a 1 brick thick internal wall (see
above drawing). However, by the 1920s two half-brick leaves were the norm. Both
leaves were usually laid in stretcher bond although, in some cases, the external leaf
was laid in Flemish bond (with snapped headers).

Outside
The vertical DPC prevents water form
crossing into the internal leaf. Many early
cavity walls (1920s) did not include
vertical DPCs.

Inside

Lintels - 1930s to 1950s

Brick on edge
course over window.

Cavity tray prevents
damp penetration.

Concrete boot lintel
with bitumen coated
upper surface.
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Modern walls
1970s
Steel, box-section lintel carries loads
over opening. The sloping face forms a
cavity tray to direct any water away
from the internal leaf.
Perforations on the back of the lintel
provide a key for the plaster.
Insulation can be provided in a number of ways. Two are shown here: the one on the left is a
foil faced ‘bubble wrap’, the one on the right polystyrene cavity boards.
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The frame is fixed to the
external leaf of brickwork
with cramps.
Loads over windows and doors are normally carried by steel lintels (with integral insulation).
The brickwork over openings is sometimes ‘on edge’ to provide a decorative feature. Notice
the weep holes - to allow the escape of any water finding its way into the cavity.

Pointing

Modern DPCs are usually
made from polythene.
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Flush

Vertical DPCs can still be
used to separate the leaves.
This plastic, extruded insulation
strip is another option.
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